
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Since the rollout of the experimental COVID shots, U.S. health o;cials have adamantly claimed

the shots are safe for pregnant women, and have been urging all pregnant women to get the jab

“to protect themselves and their babies.” To this day, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention recommends the COVID shot for:

“... people who are pregnant, breastfeeding, trying to get pregnant now, or might become

pregnant in the future.”

The CDC further recommends:

“People who are pregnant should stay up to date with their COVID-19 vaccines, including

getting a COVID-19 booster when it’s time to get one.”

And claims:

“Evidence continues to build showing that:

COVID-19 vaccination during pregnancy is safe and effective.

There is currently no evidence that any vaccines, including COVID-19 vaccines, cause

fertility problems in women or men.”

All the while, they’ve had PJzer data showing the shots cause shocking rates of miscarriage

which, adding insult to injury, have been blatantly miscategorized as a “recovered/resolved”

adverse effect.  Who in their right mind would consider DEATH a resolved side effect unless they

had a depopulation agenda in mind all along?

I don’t see how this could be described as anything but a criminal cover-up. The only reason we

know any of this is because U.S. District Judge Mark Pittman ordered the U.S. Food and Drug

Administration to release PJzer documents at a rate of 55,000 pages per month. The FDA and

PJzer had asked to release the documents at a pace of 500 pages per month, which meant it

would take 75 years to disclose them all.

Criminal Cover-Up

Dr. Naomi Wolf recently reported that an analysis of PJzer data revealed 44% of the women in the

trial suffered miscarriages.  That statistic turns out to have been the result of a miscalculation,

as PJzer listed the miscarriages in two separate columns, resulting in them being counted twice.

We’ve repeatedly found PJzer’s data collection and reporting to be all over the place, and

seemingly on purpose, to make hazards more di;cult to ascertain. Wolf admitted the error and

took down the original report. However, while fact checkers are gloating over the perceived

victory, there’s plenty of other evidence in the PJzer material to demonstrate these shots should

be banned for all time.

In an August 20, 2022, Substack article, Dr. Pierre Kory addressed other, “absolutely horrifying,”

Jndings on miscarriages found in the PJzer data dumps:

“... let’s do a dive on just one page of the many thousands. See below, Section 5.3.6, Page

12 of the document called ‘Cumulative Analysis of Post-Authorization Adverse Event

Reports.’

Looking at the Trst bullet under the header: Pregnancy cases: 274 cases including:

In this paragraph, at Trst read, it is just a list of adverse events and numbers, detailed in a

way that is confusing at best, and obfuscating at worst. I think it is the latter because, if

you do some simple arithmetic trying to parse that paragraph, you end up with this:

270 pregnancies were reported in vaccinated women during the Trst 12 weeks of the

vaccine campaign. In 238 of them, ‘no outcome was provided.’ So, they only knew the

outcome of 32 pregnancies reported. What happened in those 32 pregnancies they

followed up on?

My hands are literally trembling as I write this, but here goes. In these 32 pregnancies,

there were:

• 23 spontaneous abortions

• 2 spontaneous abortions with intra-uterine death

◦ So, 25 of the 32 pregnancies with known outcomes resulted in a miscarriage, a rate

of 78%. Note that miscarriage normally occurs in only 12-15% of pregnancies

• 2 premature births with neonatal death

• 1 spontaneous abortion with neonatal death

• 1 normal outcome

Note that this only adds up to 29 known outcomes, but then they note that ‘two different

outcomes were reported for each twin’ and then they talk about ‘fetus/baby cases as

separate from mother cases.’ I have no idea how to interpret this explanation of

outcomes, so it may have been one or two less (or more) deaths then.

So, of the 32 pregnancies they knew the outcome of, 87.5% resulted in the death of the

fetus or neonate. Burying this data in the way and not alerting the world to what they

found, is criminal activity ...”

To be perfectly clear, the failure to record and report the outcomes of 238 out of 274 pregnancies

during a drug trial is simply unheard of. It’s shockingly unethical. And the fact that both the Food

and Drug Administration and the CDC accepted this, and claim there’s “no evidence” of harm to

pregnant women and their babies is proof positive of reprehensible maleJcence.

There’s no Jxing what’s gone wrong at the FDA and CDC. Their credibility with the public is ruined

beyond any possible recovery. The CDC can review and reorganize itself all it wants, but it

changes nothing. They are, to this day, urging pregnant women to take a shot that they KNOW will

cause babies to die. Calling it a dystopia of epic proportions is a profoundly serious

understatement.

CDC-Sponsored Study Also Tried to Hide Data

Need more evidence? How about the fact that the CDC-sponsored study  published in The New

England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) in April 2021 — which was widely used to support the U.S.

recommendation for pregnant women to get injected — also obfuscated data to hide a shockingly

elevated miscarriage rate.

According to this paper, the miscarriage rate within the Jrst 20 weeks of pregnancy was 12.5%,

which is only slightly above the normal average of 10%. (Looking at statistical data, the risk of

miscarriage drops from an overall, average risk rate of 21.3% for the duration of the pregnancy as

a whole, to just 5% between Weeks 6 and 7, all the way down to 1% between Weeks 14 and 20. )

However, there’s a distinct problem with this calculation, as highlighted by Drs. Ira Bernstein,

Sanja Jovanovic and Deann McLeod, HBSc, of Toronto. In a May 28, 2021, letter to the editor, they

pointed out that:

“In table 4, the authors report a rate of spontaneous abortions <20 weeks (SA) of 12.5%

(104 abortions/827 completed pregnancies). However, this rate should be based on the

number of women who were at risk of an SA due to vaccine receipt and should exclude

the 700 women who were vaccinated in their third-trimester (104/127 = 82%).”

In other words, when you exclude women who got the shot in their third trimester (since the third

trimester is after week 20 and therefore should not be counted when determining miscarriage

rate among those injected before week 20), the miscarriage rate is 82%. (The errors in that NEJM

article were also reviewed in a Science, Public Health Policy and the Law paper  published in

November 2021.)

Of those 104 miscarriages, 96 of them occurred before 13 weeks of gestation, which strongly

suggests that getting a COVID shot during the Jrst trimester is an absolute recipe for disaster.

So, here was yet another attempt to hide the fact that more than 8 in 10 pregnancies may be

terminated as a result of the jab.

As of August 12, 2022, the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting (VAERS) database listed 4,941

miscarriages post-COVID jab.  For comparison, the fetal death reports for all other vaccines

reported to VAERS in the last 30 years is 2,239.

Birth Rates Are Suddenly Plummeting Worldwide

In addition to miscarriages, we’re also looking at abruptly plummeting birth rates, suggesting the

COVID jabs are having an adverse impact on future fertility as well.

“They are large drops, and they are occurring, almost like clockwork, approximately 9

months after pregnant women around the world started to be vaccinated,” Kory notes.

For example, Germany recently released data showing a 10% decline in birth rate during the Jrst

quarter of 2022.

The live birth rate graph for Sweden looks much the same, with a 14% drop:  According to

Gunnar Anderson, a Swedish professor in demographics at Stockholm University, “We have never

seen anything like this before, that the bottom just falls out in just one quarter.”

Between January and April 2022, Switzerland’s birth rate was 15% lower than expected, the U.K.’s

was down by 10% and Taiwan’s was down 23%.  In Hungary, MP Dúró Dóra has expressed

concern about a 20% drop in birth rate during January 2022, compared to January 2021.

The U.S. is also showing signs of a drop in live births. Provisional data from North Dakota show a

10% decline in February 2022, 13% reduction in March and an 11% reduction in April, compared to

the corresponding months in 2021.

“ In the five countries with the highest COVID jab
uptake, fertility has dropped by an average of
15.2%, whereas the five countries with the lowest
COVID jab uptake have seen an average reduction
of just 4.66%.”

In a July 5, 2022, Counter Signal article, Mike Campbell reported that in the Jve countries with the

highest COVID jab uptake, fertility has dropped by an average of 15.2%, whereas the Jve

countries with the lowest COVID jab uptake have seen an average reduction of just 4.66%. Below

is a chart from Birth Gauge  on Twitter comparing live birth data for 2021 and 2022 in a large

number of countries.

Many Women Report Menstrual Irregularities Post-Jab

High rates of menstrual irregularities post-jab are also a warning sign that reproductive capacity

may be impacted. As of August 12, 2022, there were 31,443 VAERS reports of menstrual

disorders.

Changes include heavier and more painful periods  and changes in menses length, as well as

unexpected breakthrough bleeding or spotting among women on long-acting contraception or

those who are postmenopausal and haven’t had a period in years or even decades.

Health o;cials have tried to brush off the reports, but a study published in Obstetrics &

Gynecology — funded by the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD)

and the National Institutes of Health’s O;ce of Research on Women's Health — conJrmed an

association between menstrual cycle length and COVID-19 shots.

According to the authors, it’s possible that the immune response created by the mRNA shots

affect the hypothalamic-pituitary-ovarian axis, which plays a well-known role in the timing of a

woman’s cycle:

“Our Tndings for individuals who received two doses in a single cycle supports this

hypothesis. Given the dosing schedule of the mRNA COVID-19 vaccines in the United

States (21 days for PTzer and 28 days for Moderna), an individual receiving two doses in

a single cycle would have received the Trst dose in the early follicular phase.

Cycle length variability results from events leading to the recruitment and maturation of

the dominant follicle during the follicular phase ...”

Other Disturbing Evidence

A Japanese biodistribution study for PJzer’s jab also showed the COVID spike protein from the

shots accumulate in female ovaries and male testes,  and there’s credible concern that the

COVID jabs will cross-react with syncytin (a retroviral envelope protein) and reproductive genes

in sperm, ova and placenta in ways that may impair fertility and reproductive outcomes.

A PJzer-BioNTech rat study  revealed the injection more than doubled the incidence of

preimplantation loss (i.e., the risk of infertility), and led to mouth/jaw malformations,

gastroschisis (a birth defect of the abdominal wall) and abnormalities in the right-sided aortic

arch and cervical vertebrae.  As noted by The Exposé:

“With this being the case, how on earth have medicine regulators around the world

managed to state in their ohcial guidance that ‘Animal studies do not indicate direct or

indirect harmful effects with respect to pregnancy’? And how have they managed to state

‘It is unknown whether the PTzer vaccine has an impact on fertility’?

The truth of the matter is that they actively chose to cover it up. We know this thanks to a

Freedom of Information (FOI) request  made to the Australian Government Department

of Health Therapeutic Goods Administration (TGA).”

You can read more about that in The Exposé’s July 19, 2022, article, “FOIA Reveals PJzer &

Medicine Regulators Hid Dangers of COVID Vaccination During Pregnancy After Study Found It

Increases Risk of Birth Defects & Infertility.”

We’re also seeing a sudden uptick in infant mortality. The Exposé  highlighted data from

Scotland, showing neonatal deaths were 119% higher above the annual norm in March 2022.

COVID Jab Affects Male Fertility Too

Male fertility is also under attack by these bioweapons. Israeli research  published in the

journal Andrology found the PJzer COVID jab temporarily but signiJcantly impairs male fertility,

dropping sperm concentration by 15.4% and total motile count by 22.1%, compared to baseline

pre-jab.

Both eventually recovered, some three months after the last jab, but if you destroy a man’s sperm

for three months every time he gets a COVID shot, you’re signiJcantly reducing the probability of

him fathering a child for a good part of any given year and the stats reviewed above support this.

Remember, the mRNA shots are recommended at three-month intervals for the original series,

and boosters are now being recommended at varying intervals thereafter. In the video above,

Amy Kelly, project director for the Daily Clout’s PJzer document analysis team, reviews this study

and other post-jab male fertility concerns.

End the COVID Shots Now, Before It’s Too Late to Recover

In October 2021, when the FDA was voting on whether to authorize the COVID jab for children

aged 5 through 11, Dr. Eric Rubin, an FDA advisory panel member, Harvard professor and editor-

in-chief of the NEJM, stated:

“We’re never going to learn about how safe this vaccine is unless we start giving it. That’s

just the way it goes ... And I do think we should vote to approve it.”

So, in this and other instances, they’ve openly admitted that anyone who takes the jab is part of

an experiment. Yet at the same time, the FDA and CDC have insisted that the jabs are perfectly

safe — all while in possession of data showing they’re anything but! In conclusion, I agree with

Kory, who writes:

“... when a new medicine or device is introduced, you must Trst assume any adverse

effects or deaths reported to be related to the intervention until proven otherwise. That is

what I am doing here.

We must assume the vaccines are impacting fertility unless some other provable or

credible explanations for a sudden drop in month to month birth rates. So stop the shots

until you can prove they are not ...

Too many young people dying,  too many becoming disabled, too many pregnancies

resulting in fetal or neonatal death as above, and now we Tnd out that if we continue with

this vaccine obsession, they will not be replaced. This is a humanitarian catastrophe

heaped atop the one caused by dangerous gain-of-function research.

When will the world wake up to this rapidly unfolding horror? For those of us who know

what is going on, it is hard not to feel helpless as we are forced to watch increasingly

apparent and widespread needless death. But we will continue to try to get these truths

out despite the massive censorship and propaganda overwhelming the globe.

We have a moral and ethical obligation and take that responsibility seriously no matter

what befalls us. Stop the vaccines, now. And if we can’t stop them, we must try to

convince everyone we know to no longer agree to get vaccinated. Their lives and our

future depend on it.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant best-seller. After thousands of reviews

it has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!
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Since the rollout of the experimental COVID shots, U.S. health o;cials have

adamantly claimed the shots are safe for pregnant women and their unborn babies

'

Meanwhile, now-released PJzer court-ordered, released data — which the Food and

Drug Administration wanted to hide for 75 years — reveal the miscarriage rate among

women whose pregnancy outcomes were known was 87.5%. The true rate may be

higher or lower, as PJzer did not record or report pregnancy outcomes for 238 of the

274 women known to be pregnant during the trial

'

A CDC-sponsored study that was widely used to support the claim that the shot is safe during pregnancy misreported the data. The actual

miscarriage rate in that paper was 82%

'

As of August 12, 2022, the U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting (VAERS) database listed 4,941 miscarriages post-COVID jab. For

comparison, the fetal death reports for all other vaccines reported to VAERS in the last 30 years is 2,239

'

Israeli research found the PJzer COVID jab impairs male fertility for three months after each dose, dropping sperm concentration by 15.4%

and total motile count by 22.1%, compared to baseline

'
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"Banned for pregnant women"???? How about........BANNED FOR EVERYONE!!!!! These, BIO-WEAPONS.........BANNED!! PERIOD!
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You hit it right on, DawnieR, a good point. I just saw an interesting article: How (the evil) *** Cheney created Anthony Fauci. (dr

Mercola automatically replaces his Jrst name, d-i-c-k with ***. The article explained how Fauci got involved in the development

of those bio-weapons. Also states that the criminal Fauci is part of deep state, which explains why he was protected from

prosecution until now, even as he is responsible for millions of deaths. Yes Snowwedding, this is genocide and on a very large

scale. https://unherd.com/2022/08/  how- ***- cheney-created-anthony-fauci/ This link should be one sentence, but dr Mercola

site breaks it up and put *** again, so replace it with Jrst name of Cheney: d-i-c-k and delete the space between the blue part and

how- ...to activate and open the link.

This is also interesting for our superspreader of truth, dr Mercola, the author of this article about the criminal Fauci is Ashley

Rindsberg, and he is also the author of The Gray Lady Winked: How the New York Times’ Misreporting, Distortions and

Fabrications Radically Alter History,
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Yes, Lies mixed with ignorance, misinformation and hidden data about the truth of a gene therapy, called "vaccines". The lies of

Biden, Fauci and Walensky are being exposed. Dr. Naomi Wolf indicted the perpetrators of the Wuhan coronavirus pandemic,

accusing them of conspiring to commit mass murder. Wolf named Tony Fauci, Rochelle Walensky of the CDC, and Francis Collins

of the NIH as co-conspirators in the genocide. The fact that people like Rochelle Walensky, Dr. Fauci, Dr. Collins, all the

'invuencers' who were paid, as we now know, said 'safe and effective', this requires criminal charges. This could be a conspiracy

to murder. And members of the media could also be complicit in the murder." Rochelle Walensky, handpicked by Joe Biden to

head US CDC, is a criminal.

The same goes for her husband, who we now know has been taking taxpayer money in the form of government "grants" for his

pharmaceutical company. The grant was reportedly funded and organized by the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and

Response (ASPR), a division of HHS that oversees and manages the Biomedical Advanced and Development Authority (BARDA),

a program similar to the "PREDICT" program. at the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV).

www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/01/premeditated-manslaughter-millions-pe..  (2022) https://archive.ph/7832n  (2022)
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While Dr. Anthony Fauci claims he is retiring to "pursue the next chapter" of his career, a lawyer who has been seeking legal

liability for Fauci's actions believes it is because "his presence is no longer politically sustainable." Renz is the lead attorney in

several major cases brought against the CDC, the Department of Health and Human Services, the Department of Defense, the

Biden administration, and Fauci himself; regarding forced vaccine mandates, COVID-19 closures, mask mandates, business

closures, alleged hospital negligence, vaccine injuries to military personnel and civilians, and efforts to censor the truth about

COVID-19.

While his claims have been dismissed as "false," "rich in conspiracy theory," and "based on vawed data due to a database vaw,"

Renz responded to critics that even if "he was right only the Jve percent of the time. According to Renz, the entire COVID-19

playbook used by the government and liberal media to enforce compliance with restrictive protocols is riddled with inaccuracies

and inconsistencies. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/anthony-fauci-stepping-down-politi..  (08(29/2022)
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Agree with banned for everyone. But it won't. The goal is population reduction. Virus control and the shots were never about

controlling anything but the people and the population.
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”Shockingly unethical”, ”reprehensible maleJcence”, “babies to die”. Last time I looked, infanticide was both immoral and illegal

but when the immoral becomes mandatory, it is because that “dystopia of epic proportions” signals a crumbling civilisation.

Western civilisation took a wrong turn when snake oil salesmen took over health care and warmongering sociopaths such as

Kissinger destroyed the “land of the free, home of the brave”. You must now risk life, limb and livelihood opposing the cults and

psychopaths who have taken over by stealth. Perhaps Icke was right in describing the cabal as lizards - not of this world. They

may look human, but seem alien, brain altered, emotionless, implacable.

Why else do we use the word “inhumane” to describe those oblivious to suffering and the despoliation of a beautiful planet?

Many share physical similarities - dark suited, overweight, neck no longer visible, male gender - perhaps from years of rich food,

sitting at desks and getting others to satisfy their needs. Perhaps they are members of a masonic type society who must kill or

be killed - it feels like a civilisation gone rotten - Sodom and Gomorrah style which self- destructs. Our servants have become our

masters and “crises” are concocted. First create a threat - a “virus”, food or energy shortage, recession, war, vood or drought,

climate catastrophe, so your “government” can “save” you (and enslave you).

If the Jrst casualty of war is truth then we have been at war for decades. The evils of government are always in proportion to the

tolerance (and ignorance) of the public - it will never end til we end it. You won’t see names such as Rockefellers, Zuckerberg,

Gates etc listed as candidates in ballot papers. The war has been clandestine, conning the sheople into bogus “safe and effective

vaccines” but if we storm the Bastille, they will be waiting in the wings for an excuse to open Jre. https://youtu.be/3afm8a4hv1I
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Does everyone understand that numerous US Agencies and federal employees are proJting massively from these vaccines?

Their display of big bucks, money and power of numerous enormously wealthy investors, standing behind all these new mRNA

shots? Untested shots? Using absolute tyrannical power, Rolling out more panic and fear upon the population for mostly

nothingburgers? Here's a recent Aug 30 Epoch times article: "Biden Admin to Spend $11 Million on Monkeypox Vaccine

Production" - www.theepochtimes.com/biden-admin-to-spend-11-million-on-monkeypox-vac..  - GREED, the love of money, lack

of ethics, lack of human compassion - all potentially reduced to contained cattle as this militarized steamroller campaign makes

NO DISTINCTION among the recovered, injured, those pre-existing, or any other condition. All fascists.
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Amazing isn't it! Its now almost the Fall of 2022 and not ONE person or entity who orchestrated all of this has remotely been held

to account. Not ONE! We are going to be reading these same stories a year from now and STILL my intuition tells me we will see

no real accountability and just more maimed and killed humans and the FDA approval of the next hybrid gene therapy medication

injection. Round and round and round we go.
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You are very right, rrealrose, they are so corrupt. Those criminals who run the USA should all be in jail. Lock them up. Drain the

swamp. * * * This is very funny: Half of Joe Biden's Twitter Followers Are Fake, Audit Reveals

www.newsweek.com/half-joe-biden-twitter-followers-are-fake-audit-elon-..   The source is Newsweek. What does that say about

the USA?
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DawnieR I completely agree with you. I got a letter from NHS (National Health Service) Scotland they made an appointment for

me on 24th Sept., to get the Flu jab and the Covid 19 jab. I have never taken either of those and don't intend to, so I phoned and

cancelled the appointment. The thing that bothered me most was the booklet that accompanied the appointment letter. It said

"Important Information to protect you" and then there was the scare mongering and lies about these viruses, and how very

important it is to make sure you take these vaccines how NHS Scotland strongly recommends you get your vaccines as soon as

you can. They vastly play down the side effects. Unfortunately the people of my generation (I'm 76) will be fearful enough after

reading this garbage to rush along and get the poisen injected into them. Still playing out big time, nothing has changed.
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Do you mean bioweapons with a biological origin? I've come to differentiate between weapons of biological origin and weapons

of non-biological origin that cause biological harm. I'm not sure the latter can be classiJed as a "bioweapon". I make this

distinction because we know there are many non-biological components in the jabs such as graphine oxide, heavy metals and

various other nano particles, all of which can cause biological harm. Given the dubious nature of the strange materials being

pulled from the veins of those killed by the jabs, I'm not so sure the causation factor is biological in origin.

secularheretic.substack.com/p/covid19-the-mother-of-all-conspiracies  - See the comments.
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There are three fundamental ways to reduce the population that the Great Reset wants: kill the growing number of elderly, kill innocent

babies and reduce birth rates. WHAT I’VE SEEN IN THE LAST 2 YEARS IS UNPRECEDENTED’: PHYSICIAN ON COVID VACCINE SIDE

EFFECTS ON PREGNANT WOMEN Dr. James Thorp is a 68-year-old physician board-certiJed in obstetrics and gynecology, as well as in

maternal-fetal medicine, who has been practicing obstetrics for more than 42 years. Thorp told The Epoch Times that he sees 6,000 to

7,000 high-risk pregnant patients a year and has seen many complications among them due to COVID vaccines. Thorp explained that

while he has seen an increase in stillbirths and adverse pregnancy outcomes associated with COVID-19 vaccination, attempts to

quantify this effect are hampered by the imposition of gag orders on doctors and nurses that have been imposed.

in September 2021, as reviewed. in the publication “Patient Betrayal: The Corruption of Healthcare, Informed Consent and the

Physician-Patient Relationship” www.thegms.co/.../medethics-rw-22021403.pdf  Among the adverse events, particularly alarming are

those that affected pregnant women. The documents say there were 274 adverse pregnancy events, of which 75, or 27 percent, were

"serious." The list of adverse effects in the link, Also Ee Dr. Wolfgang Wodarg and Yeadon detailed the concerns on the subject: the virus

spike protein encoded in the vaccines was less related to syncytin, which plays a crucial role in full-term pregnancy.

Another concern that they hadn't initially realized was that "mRNA products (PJzer and Moderna) would accumulate in the ovaries,"

Yeadon said. The former PJzer vice president believes that the pharmaceutical industry "deJnitely knew", as early as 2012, that lipid

nanoparticles would accumulate in the ovaries of women who were vaccinated. Dr. Christiane Northrup is an Obstetrician-Gynecologist

“Women are bleeding and women's periods are messed up”
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Humanity is suffering an attack on the reproductive integrity of women and men, it is killing babies and it is degenerating the

race with genetic weapons. All these genocides must be a judge. Mary Holland: Those who violated the Nuremberg Code must

be prosecuted for crimes against humanity. For more than 75 years, the Nuremberg Code has been a beacon of light: all medical

and legal regulations have been based on it since 1947. Governments, medical establishments, universities and the media have

violated the Jrst principle and all other principles of the 10 points of the code. They have forced people, even pregnant women, to

take experimental injections with serious risk to their health and that of the baby.

planned genocide. he moral signiJcance of the Nuremberg Code — the most authoritative, internationally recognized document

in the history of medical ethics — cannot be overstated, said Vera Sharav, Holocaust survivor and founder of the Alliance for

Human Research Protection. www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/what-ive-seen-in-the-last-two-years-is-u..  (2022)

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/mary-holland-nuremberg-code-annive..  (08/22/2022)

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vera-sharav-nuremberg-code-speech-..  (08/22/2022)
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What is most distressing about this once expected to be Undisclosed Information is if this kind of mass Jab/s injection

campaign had happened in the publics pet population we most likely would have had full-scale protests on scale never seen

before. What may shake loose in this round is historically when men's reproductive organs are affected, there's a lot of sitting up

straight and paying attention. If the subject matter wasn't so serious it would be funny hearing all these politicians past their

prime having their backs crack all at the same time. Pass out the whiplash braces, please. Who was the pop star who caught

heat for publicly calling out a male family member had concerns because he was sure his manhood had been damaged by the

Jab/s? When following the $$$$ and seeing who and all the hard charger players are for the get the Jab/s or else, it all comes

back to the same we must depopulate the world crowd, with Bad Bird Bill Gates at the head of the parade.
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Very good idea JUST, depopulation giving infertility to all those who promote genetic weapons, those of the 1% who can still

procreate who remain infertile, More vaccine reinforcements against covid more deaths (this logically includes pregnant women

and their babies): The British Columbia Center for Disease Control (BCCDC) in the Canadian province of British Columbia (BC)

shows that as of mid-April 2022, 50 percent of people in BC had already received their Jrst booster shots, that is say, his third

dose of vaccines. Between March 20 and April 16, 2022, 63 percent of all people with COVID-19 infection received their Jrst

booster doses.

But what stood out was that among those who died, 73 percent of them received booster shots. Also, the provincial government

of Manitoba in Canada reported in July 2022 that the booster vaccination rate in the province was 43.8% in May 2022. However,

people who received booster shots accounted for more than 70 % of COVID-related deaths. In the UK Health Security Agency

COVID-19 Vaccine Surveillance Report (pdf) published on March 31, 2022, statistics showed that 73 percent of deaths within 28

days of vaccination. infection occurred among people who had received their third dose of vaccine, before their COVID-19

infection diagnosis was conJrmed.

After analyzing data on COVID-19 vaccination status and COVID-related deaths in the Netherlands, Dr. Theo Schetters, a leading

Dutch vaccinologist, found that there was a high overlap over time between the number of people who received the second

booster shots (ie, the fourth shot) and the number of excess deaths.

www.theepochtimes.com/high-percentage-of-covid-deaths-had-3rd-shot-mor..

 30&utm_medium=email&est=ZHracvCAOsFaH9ncos2KjEpuGA7U%2FHyR0Aw1Vp2yL9lNRYLVqcQJB0P5M7vr09X1

(08/29/2020)
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One of the leading tasks is to get across to as many who have ears that can listen, just look at the facts, the evidence, the

admissions of those who have Jnally been cornered. While available but denied by those same peoples who have pushed the

false narrative. Any Mea Culpa's are similar to those tiny retractions once printed in the back pages or classiJed ads. There but

overshadowed by the continuing saturation message get the Jab/s, safe & effective, get the new & improved new versions

combined with the old version. It must be hammered in any way possible, look and see for yourself, why all the negative health

outcomes? Why the increases in deaths? Why the uptick of miscarriage & infertility? It's all there in plain sight. But we must

accept it is a di;cult task but not one to be taken lightly. If the 1% want sterilizations & containment camps, lead by example.

The evidence mounts we the unvaxxxed seem to make do just Jne.
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JUST, these people are far removed from the 1%. This would please you who loves the earth and the animals that inhabit it:

Cowboy Realist Paints Western Ranch Life in Glorious Oil Color, Tells How He Learned Art, Lived Off Grid. Cox has been piling up

8 or 12 of these panels per year for the past 47 years—since he was a teen growing up near Duncan. “My great-grandparents had

a ranch down in Douglas, Arizona,” he told The Epoch Times. “I went to work on a ranch when I was 8 years old in the

summertime.  I got paid like a dollar a day, but I thought it was bigtime stuff, making $40 to $50 for the summer, while you’re out

on summer break of school. And shod my Jrst horse when I was 8 years old.”

www.theepochtimes.com/cowboy-realist-paints-western-ranch-life-in-glor..  (08/29/2022)
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What everyone needs to remember it that all of this insanity we can't wrap our heads around is based on depopulation and the "great

reset". All you need for proof of this is MSNBC. Go to MSN's website and Jnd any article that has a blog session following it. Most of

them do. There will be a lot of commenters declaring BS, this doesn't make sense, this doesn't follow the science, etc.... If you try to

reply to them with any of these words: Great Reset, New World Order, Green New Deal, Blackrock, Vanguard, Klaus Schwab, etc... you

get censored. Only one of those gets censored 100% of the time and that is "The Great Reset".

You can casually use any of the others in a sentence as long as it isn't a condemning statement, but you can't use any of these in

conjunction with "The Great Reset". That means the MSM is in cahoots with Blackrock and Vanguard. They have their algorithms and

bots censoring everything in full force. That should be all you need to know in order to understand what this is really about. Forget

Covid, CO2, Climate Change, and any other obsession you see MSM harping about. It's all smoke and mirrors. This is all about the great

reset and the new world order.
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Why are you trying to respond? MSN news feed, really? Watch their news about airplane crashes, vooding or people who fall off

cliffs. Its all sad news, appears people have little to no understanding as to how their bodies may have been damaged. Here's a

scary video for those with stiff upper lips, not sure who assembled it: "HISTORICAL ARCHIVE: COVID VACCINE DEATH

COMPILATION PLEASE SHARE" - www.bitchute.com/.../AQnI2TZAc5X9
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Real, I mostly respond with FAKE NEWS! If you read any of the blogs and the Jrst 2 words you see are FAKE NEWS (in caps), you

know it's me. I'm the only one out there doing it. I've been all over the boards with the fake news coming out of China concerning

climate change. Every day MSNBC has at least 6 articles showing China's "Severe Drought Conditions". The sad part is that

MSNBC and all the other Liberal News that post the Chinese propaganda articles actually believe it. I'm quick to point out the

obvious. After "FAKE NEWS" I tell everyone to look at all the LUSH GREEN GRASS! Grass turns brown when there is a drought!
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What are you talking about? Looks like 1/3 of Pakistan is now under water! www.bbc.com/.../world-asia-62696035  - one of their

historic old bridges fell down a few days ago, from massive water vowing down from glacial melt. From the former Chief Weather

scientist who was head of NASA's weather research before he left the agency years ago: wet areas of the world will get wetter,

dry areas will get dryer. More water is available in the atmosphere however, not distributed uniformly. This is climate change,

mostly due to piss poor industrial farming practices, killing soil microbes and soils no longer absorbing moisture. China does

have serious drought, has been suffering in certain southwestern farming areas for over 10 years now.
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We are being exterminated. Sounds dramatic, I know. But the facts tell the story.
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Less than 5 minutes long - - "HOW TO EXTERMINATE 100% OF THE POPULATION? LISTEN TO THE RAT CATCHER STORY" -

www.bitchute.com/.../ahBuHIJZGyzx
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We have a small Lodge in Portugal, and the sudden increase in summer colds and vu in the guests is noticeable. The jab uptake here is

among the highest in Europe (and so are the excess deaths). I was chatting to a pregnant woman yesterday who was recovering from a

bad case of pneumonia, and the prescribed treatment for her was multiple antibiotics. She was telling me that there are literally

hundreds of couples who are struggling with fertility and conception. According to the Drs It is caused by the plastics in the food chain

and the environment, and she believes them. It may be so, but their inability to also connect the dots with the shots is astounding. This

leaves me with mixed feelings of anger and sorrow.
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Going to repeat this: WE have several generations of kids who we taught it is normal to take shots whenever they visited the

doctor. Following examples set by their parents, these young people normally do not question anything the doctor says. Pharma

is now Preying on these generations for increasing their proJts...
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I know of three individuals who are now struggling. One miscarriaged at 7 months (but of course it was attributed to something else,

not the jab) and two have changed and raging menstrual cycles. And these women are in their early thirties!
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The really sad fact about all of this idiocy that has been in the planning stages since our Founders drafted the Constitution and made us

a Republic is that the elites (morons in charge) have convinced the masses that all of this is good for us. I rarely have a conversation

with an alleged 'Conservative' who thinks things are not as bad as they seem. The Covid scam is designed to eliminate life and nothing

else.  The loons in DC like to direct attention to the War in the Ukraine which is another farce. If the idiot in charge of that country was

truly concerned about the well being of the Ukrainian people he would have conceded to Putin and that country would not be in ruins

with people being buried in holes dug by a backhoe. Consider also the Billions this admin sent there which is unaccounted for. Don't

wait for any big red wave come November either.  Very soon you will be told another mandate for the reaper booster will be ordered!
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It's all about the great reset/new world order/build back better/ green new deal.
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The Constitution was written mainly by the elites, for the elites.
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How many women who lost babies will blame the shot? How many will even associate it?
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Genocide, no more no less.
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Now that I'm done with ranting I can speak on topic! The birth rates have been dropping around the world for decades. Sadly, S. Korea

dropped below 1:1 in 2021. They are at 0.83:1 (more people dying than being born). Is it the jabs? I will say the jabs helped in this, but

most of S. Korea took the Novavax jab which is NOT an mRNA jab. Therefore, their fertility decline is probably less to do with

vaccination rates and more to do with social economic issues or Omicron. They coasted through 2020 and 2021 unscathed by Covid-19

and very few were vaccinated. They jumped on the vaccine band wagon around April 2021. They had the lowest infection rate of all 1st

world countries up until Jan 2022.

Omicron wiped S. Korea out! They went from about 150th place to the top 10 overnight. Omicron is a whole other animal that NONE of

the vaccines work against. In fact, studies show that if you were vaccinated prior to Oct 2021 you have a 100% chance of catching

Omicron, testing positive, and getting sick (symptomatic). The unvaccinated only have about a 33% chance of catching it and a near

ZERO percent chance of getting sick from it. This makes you have to think WHY? Omicron was Jrst detected in S. Africa which has one

of the lowest vaccination rates. The vaccines are what's driving all the different variants so why/what caused Omicron?

The city that Omicron was Jrst detected just happens to have a level-3 biolab that Bill Gates was sponsoring Bat Corona Virus Research

at. Chinese researchers were documented being there a few short weeks prior to the Omicron outbreak. You can't make this up. We all

know that the jabs cause fertility reduction. Omicron came out of Africa. What have those like Facui and Gates been using Africa as a

test-bed for? POPULATION REDUCTION! Knowing that Omicron probably came out of a level-3 lab in S. Africa and Bill Gates was

sponsoring the research for it, OMICRON must be the virus designed to reduce FERTILITY! Just connect the dots........
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IF you have time to listen closely, Mary Holland, esq. now President of Children's Health Defense (and who wrote a book on

Gardasil, here: www.amazon.com/HPV-Vaccine-Trial-Generation-Betrayed/dp/1510710809  - BTW not a page error) said during a

recent roundtable after "Infertility: A Diabolicall Agenda" that teen pregnancies have dropped about 50% in the 10 years since the

Gardasil shot rolled out. Remember that red vag over a special Merck aluminum adjuvent, considered proprietary, no one has

good information on? Here's a link for your weekend viewing: https://infertilitymovie.org/  - this is short, about 30 minutes long.
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I had a baby last year, 2021, and the amount of judgment i received for not opting to get the vax while pregnant when the vaxxes rolled

out was insane. I knew in my soul i should not subject us to be a science experiment. I was made to feel as though i was not doing what

was best for my baby and myself. I guess all those people either wanted me/us to be at risk, or they are totally brainwashed, or both! I

have a perfectly healthy 1 year old who has had covid and is thriving. I am carrying this article as armor for my next pregnancy. Thanks

Dr Mercola for always seeking the truth.
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Please explain how a baby acquires Covid. How was this conJrmed? What was the evidence? How was this disease treated?

How long did it last? How was it cured? Not being nosy or disrespectful, just Jnd it fascinating that a baby can experience this.
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We all got back from a trip and were unwell. My husband and i took a couple labcorp tests that were positive, and assumed baby

had it as well as he had the same symptoms we did, fever, occasional cough. I had to assume he had it also if we did and i

breastfed him. Its cured by time passing, as most cases are.
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The cold and vu did NOT disappear! Covid Schmovid.
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Glad it was mild for the 3 of you.
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Lies by omission. For example, touting vaccine e;cacy being the "relative risk reduction" (95%) while omitting the "absolute risk

reduction" (less that 1%).  Or "safe and effective" while omitting case C4591001 1162 11621327 - 60-year-old-male withdrawn from the

trials because of death.   PJzer Study Subject C4591001 1162 11621327 ..

 igorchudov.substack.com/.../pJzer-study-subject-c4591001-1162
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Also: FORMER PFIZER VP: CLEAR EVIDENCE OF FRAUD’ IN PFIZER STUDY CLAIMING 95% EFFICACY Vaccines have many risks,

they are promoting new strains of coronavirus and their absolute risk is negligible. Dr. Michael Yeadon said there is "clear

evidence of fraud" in the PJzer study that claims to be 95% effective in its COVID-19 "vaccine". Yeadon was commenting on an

article in The Lancet and criticizing a documentary that analyzed a PJzer e;cacy study, calling the distinction there between

relative risk reduction and absolute risk reduction "accurate." As reported by Dr. Mercola: “However, RRR should be seen against

the background risk of being infected and becoming ill with COVID-19, which varies between populations and over time.

Although the RRR considers only participants who could beneJt from the vaccine, the absolute risk reduction (ARR), which is the

difference between attack rates with and without a vaccine, considers the whole population. ARRs tend to be ignored because

they give a much less impressive effect size than RRRs: 13% for the AstraZenecaOxford, 12% for the ModernaNIH, 12% for the

J&J, 093% for the Gamaleya, and 084% for the PJzerBioNTech vaccines.”

americasfrontlinedoctors.org/2/frontlinenews/former-pJzer-vp-clear-ev..  (September 30, 2021)
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www.normanfenton.com/post/breaking-news-uk-government-says-vaccine-not..
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Thank you for that link exmouth123! For those unable to access it here is the relevant section:.. "Summary of the Public

Assessment Report for COVID-19 Vaccine PJzer/BioNTech - GOV.UK

www.gov.uk/government/publications/regulatory-approval-of-pJzer-biont..  25/26 ......In the context of supply under Regulation

174, it is considered that su;cient reassurance of safe use of the vaccine in pregnant women cannot be provided at the present

time: however, use in women of childbearing potential could be supported provided healthcare professionals are advised to rule

out known or suspected pregnancy prior to vaccination. Women who are breastfeeding should also not be vaccinated......." Yet

they have made no public announcements of this.
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Turn us again O LORD God of hosts cause thy face to shine and we shall be saved ps.80:19
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Amen. Those who do this now, who put this mark of the beast into their bodies - the temple of the Lord, - with so much

information available - serve SATAN. I'm sorry that's blunt but true.  GOD BLESS.
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Apparently the U.K. government guidelines for taking the vaccine have been quietly changed recently, to state that they can’t guarantee

the safety to pregnant or breastfeeding women. www.gov.uk/government/publications/regulatory-approval-of-pJzer-biont..  Look under

toxicity conclusions.
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quite interesting, pepsi. I will try to check what were the guidelines on this o;cial UK web site, to check if it has indeed be

changed just the way CDC changed the information provided regarding the length of post vaccination spike protein production.

This summer 2022 on the other side of the channel, in France, one could hear messages on the various Radio France (equivalent

of the BBC) state radio channels, stating that it was still in the interest of pregnant woman to get vaccinated.
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Last week the Uk quietly pivoted and recommended against giving any pregnant or breastfeeding woman a COVID shot. Was it in the

msm..no. Does anyone know about this, who knows. Have all doctors been notiJed? I sure as hell hope so. What about all the women

forced to take this poison, who become pregnant. What are their risks?
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Sorry Dr Mercola I just couldnt Jnish reading this article i am sad about how these pregnant women lost their babies its horrorifying

That is why we should not believe in people who say the vaccine is safe When i was pregnant with my Jrst baby my husband said you

cant go in the basement to clean the litter box because it could contain toxoplasmosis we had 4 cats at the time because if i inhaled it it

could kill the baby if i became infected so i stayed away from the basement
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I know a woman who got both shots last year and I believe it was in her second trimester. The little guy was born with Congenital CMV.

He just turned one and seems to be Jne from pics I’ve seen however, the doctors have told her they don’t know the long term prognosis

for him such as autism, blindness, deafness. She was all for the shots and was told by her doctor that it was safe for pregnant women.

She also started having di;culty in her pregnancy after the shots. She has a 4 year old son also and he is perfectly Jne as was her

pregnancy. My sister in laws daughter is due in October with her 3rd child. She has been having major problems in her pregnancy. I

know she took the Jrst two jabs before she got pregnant and would have for sure taken a 3rd while she was pregnant as her job as a

social worker requires it. She had no problems whatsoever in her Jrst two pregnancies and she is only 27 so it’s certainly not a high risk

pregnancy due to age.
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Anyone who does this to themselves and their unborn does NOT understand that this is the DEVIL stalking the earth. Or they are willing

accomplices to Satan's work.  Side bar: Dr. Simone Gold continues her political prisoner incarceration, and is increasingly fearful for her

life. Go to America's Frontline Doctors for more information and an address you can write her at. She needs our encouragement and our

prayers - She says that the letters and cards that she gets give her strength. And the more exposure she continues to get, the safer she

is. It sounds like the Brandon monsters are turning up the heat on her. Its sickening.  God Bless.
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There is no excuse for injecting anybody with any vaccines, period. They are spiking everything. Now the vu shots are mRNA. La Quinta

Columna reported anesthesia products are spike with graphene oxides, even normal saline solutions are found with it. Patients beware!
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poplegendpop
Joined On 2/13/2012 3:18:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

De-population has been going on for decades using the food supply, water supply, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, chemtrails, wars, EMF,

the "shot" is the nuclear option to speed up the process.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/30/2022 9:54:43 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Disturbing that the jab is still required to enter the U.S. as a noncitizen - why hasn’t this rule relaxed with the CDC restrictions? Many

other countries uphold that requirement as well. Feels like they aren’t done with us yet.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/30/2022 9:24:41 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

cralef
Joined On 11/29/2013 12:09:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If the jab is causing spontaneous abortions, does that make the jab illegal in states that have anit-abortion laws?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/30/2022 9:10:25 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion! This is the norm. Evidently, people still don't get it! You don't get to run a global corporation; or even

be an employee, unless you are a pathological liar! Do you know what "Marketing" means? It means to brainwash, condition and

manipulate the masses into believing whatever BS the liars and deceivers are dishing out! "Covid" is not a "mountain"...it's not even a

molehill! It's is however, deJnitely the biggest distraction of all time!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/30/2022 8:20:01 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

njlady
Joined On 11/21/2006 8:03:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lying has became as common and acceptable as the eff word, and total body tattoos...unfortunately, we can't believe anything

we are told anymore.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 8/30/2022 10:54:01 AM

+ Like  , Dislike

 

magickey
Joined On 1/18/2019 10:06:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is all intentional. Bull Cooper in Behold a Pale Horse. This might be useful for those who like to listen while doing other work.

https://youtu.be/HExGIRwV6rY
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rarnold3
Joined On 6/15/2011 4:17:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The results of this subset of a subset are as dismaying as described. As described by Mercola. It would have been much more

statistically relevent to know the outcomes of the remaining 274 pregnant women. If, for instance, they were only reporting adverse

outcomes, and thr remaindet if thst subset had no reportable adverse affects, that would result in a 9% adverse effect rate, well within

the normal average of 12-15%. Not having all the data makes it hard to draw any conclusion except that it was a vawed analysis.
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eketahuna
Joined On 7/12/2008 8:00:44 AM
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--- "the outcomes of the remaining 274 pregnant women" --- "remaining" or "dead" ??
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PaulCardin
Joined On 2/14/2021 3:31:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Naomi Wolf: "PJzer notes the miscarriages as serious adverse events with moderate or severe toxicity ratings. However, all of them

were recategorized, by PJzer, in the internal documents under the category of adverse events that were 'recovered' or 'resolved.'

twitter.com/E_V_Assistance/status/1563470058474446848?s=20&t=zJESc..
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afreece
Joined On 12/5/2021 11:47:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You don’t have to be a wiz at maths to work out that the rate of spontaneous abortions (SA’s) in women vaccinated in the Jrst trimester

is the number of SA’s divided by the TOTAL NUMBER OF WOMEN IN THE STUDY WHO WERE VACCINATED IN THE FIRST TRIMESTER.

The Toronto people who criticised the NEJM study also got it wrong when they used the total number of completed pregnancies. That’s

because many of the women in the study WERE STILL PREGNANT in April 2021 when the Jrst data analysis was done. It is hardly

surprising that the rate of SA’s was high because that’s the usual way that a pregnancy ends if it ends in the early days of pregnancy.
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lou62363
Joined On 10/26/2015 9:45:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Horrifying. The hideous fraud is coming into view now.
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BrianDossDMD
Joined On 4/18/2022 7:24:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I personally know people that have died from heart attacks and had blood clots and tremors and tachycardia and full body rashes and

are permanently disabled that will never be attributed to the jab because their adverse reactions happened before two weeks after the

last dose would of been given so legally all these issues go down as unvaccinated So whatever the numbers end up being I’m pretty

sure the jab can take the blame for any increase!!! I mean how many people and babies have to die before society starts to care!!!

Seriously there’s been double the miscarriages in one year compared to the last 30 years and 30,000 actual reported deaths and

hundreds of thousands adverse reactions , I mean really how much more is it going to take???
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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When the population gets down to their desired goal this will end.
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ruskar
Joined On 12/7/2007 9:42:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They knew this all along, that’s why they banned abortions.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who is "they"?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone who ain't us.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Abortions weren't banned. Whether to allow them was given back to the states to decide.
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healingartist
Joined On 1/17/2009 4:03:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there any data on the J & J jab? My daughter-in-law, a medical engineer for a J&J subsidiary, had 2 shots. She is 7 months pregnant.

The only issue, so far, is the absence of one of the 3 pathways of nutrition delivery via the umbilical cord. She was told that is not at all

uncommon. Im highly skeptical. The only info i can Jnd suggests that the child may have increased risk of UTI's.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

www.howbadismybatch.com
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is information re the PJzer jab using the same mRNA delivery system: "Toxicity conclusions The absence of reproductive

toxicity data is a revection of the speed of development to Jrst identify and select COVID-19 mRNA Vaccine BNT162b2 for

clinical testing and its rapid development to meet the ongoing urgent health need. In principle, a decision on licensing a vaccine

could be taken in these circumstances without data from reproductive toxicity studies animals, but there are studies ongoing and

these will be provided when available. In the context of supply under Regulation 174, it is considered that su;cient reassurance

of safe use of the vaccine in pregnant women cannot be provided at the present time: however, use in women of childbearing

potential could be supported provided healthcare professionals are advised to rule out known or suspected pregnancy prior to

vaccination.

Women who are breastfeeding should also not be vaccinated. These judgements revect the absence of data at the present time

and do not revect a speciJc Jnding of concern. Adequate advice with regard to women of childbearing potential, pregnant

women and breastfeeding women has been provided in both the Information for UK Healthcare Professionals and the

Information for UK recipients." Summary of the Public Assessment Report for COVID-19 Vaccine PJzer/BioNTech - GOV.UK

(www.gov.uk)
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM
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My friend had the same issue with the umbilical cord with her daughter who is now forty. It caused failure to thrive in the womb.

The baby weighed about three pounds at full-term birth. But her daughter also has a genetic birth defect.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Har1272, the J&J jabs are different from the PJzer and Moderna jabs. J&J uses the adenovirus as a viral vector which makes it

similar to older vaccines except that the viral vector is carrying mRNA instead of virus fragments.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Healingartist,if your daughter had no reaction to the 2 shots she's probably OK. The J&J jabs are hit and miss at best and they

mostly miss. The reason for that is the virus being used as a viral vector (adenovirus). Because a LOT of vaccines use that

technology for delivering the product that's supposed to stimulate your immune system, most people become "IMMUNE" to the

shot itself. People actually develop antibodies for the adenovirus and attack that virus. In doing so, your immune system

destroys the virus and the mRNA that was being delivered. If your daughter works somewhere that requires jabs regularly she

probably has immunity to the J&J Jab!
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